Name:

For each of the following multiple choice questions, write the letter that corresponds with the best answer provided.

__ 1. to think, to consider, thought
   A. 久  B. 思  C. 错  D. 得

__ 2. meaning, thought, idea, opinion, wish, desire, intention
   A. 久  B. 意  C. 觉  D. 了

__ 3. to think, to believe
   A. 觉  B. 想  C. 只  D. 了

__ 4. small, tiny, few, insignificant
   A. 错  B. 算  C. 了  D. 小

__ 5. error, blunder, mistake, fault, wrong
   A. 错  B. 小  C. 睡  D. 找

__ 6. to count, to calculate, to figure, to plan
   A. 算  B. 久  C. 觉  D. 睡

__ 7. to try to find, to look for, to call on somebody, to find, to seek, to return, to look for, to give change
   A. 小  B. 觉  C. 算  D. 找

__ 8. (particle)
   A. 小  B. 算  C. 得  D. 了

__ 9. to finish, particle of completed action
   A. 思  B. 睡  C. 别  D. 了

__ 10. only, just, simply, measure word for birds and certain animals or one of a pair
    A. 只  B. 得  C. 思  D. 别

__ 11. (long) time, (long) duration of time
    A. 久  B. 小  C. 思  D. 了
12. to feel, to think, to wake up from sleep, a nap, a sleep, conscious
   A. 只
   B. 觉
   C. 算
   D. 别

13. to sleep
   A. 睡
   B. 小
   C. 错
   D. 只

14. other, another, do not, must not, to pin
   A. 小
   B. 别
   C. 错
   D. 只